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Although this piece is entitled to no praise, it is too humble for censure. The writer is probably an object of compassion; as we are led to infer, not only from her style, but from seeing a six-penny pamphlet printed by subscription.²

The above review of *The Conquest of Corsica*, noted on the title page as “By a Lady,” exemplifies a tension in London’s eighteenth-century publishing scene concerning female authors and subscription publication. A 1774 review for a dictionary similarly captures the effect this tension had on reviewers:

> The business of a Reviewer becomes uncommonly difficult when he is obliged to pay a regard not only to the usual irritability of an author, but to his immediate and pecuniary interest. The work before us is to be considered not only in respect of its claim to literary fame, but as a proposal for the benefit of the Author: he must therefore expect that the Public as well as the Reviewers, will attend to it with more than common caution.³

The “uncommonly difficult” business of reviewers required supporting only what they perceived as worthy charitable endeavours while not alienating readers who might be investors in other subscription projects, and still providing accurate commentary. Authors requested support from readers so they could publish. In these cases, the readers’ offer of support was often a charitable act. By linking female-authored texts to acts of charity, reviews
devalued subscription publishing as a legitimate practice in the eyes of the reading public.

The first half of the eighteenth century witnessed a flurry of changes in London’s publishing scene. By 1720, female authors had firmly established their presence in the literary marketplace. Reviews appeared in London’s literary magazines for the first time in 1749, exerting a new influence on the reading public. At the same time, subscription became a common publishing route for female authors, as the practice climbed to its zenith by mid-century. The combination of these three developments in print history contributed to the devaluation of subscription publishing. In its purest form, subscription publication was a business transaction akin to other forms of projecting such as joint-stock companies and maritime insurance. Alexander Pope established subscription publishing as lucrative and author-friendly with his 1715 translation of Homer. As use of subscription peaked in the late eighteenth century, however, its reputation was becoming sullied, defined by references to “subscription-hunting” and “catchpenny” scheming, and described as a “polite way of begging.” At its peak, subscription publishing never accounted for more than five percent of total publications in London. Nevertheless, the social phenomena surrounding the mechanism are worthy of exploration. James Raven has called subscription publications “sycophantic dedications to aristocratic patrons by … destitute widows and gentlewomen … written in the hope of encouraging greater public charity.” This connection between subscription publishing and women begs for deeper analysis. Published reviews offer a unique lens through which to examine this relationship.

Steady critical literary review found London audiences by 1749. The Monthly Review was the first publication dedicated solely to book reviews. By 1751, the Gentleman’s Magazine, a popular periodical since its inception in 1731, began devoting sections to literary comment. The Critical Review and Literary Magazine began publication in the mid-1750s. Although the Literary Magazine fizzled out by 1758, the Critical Review became the Monthly Review’s foremost competitor. These two grew to be the most-read and most-quoted review periodicals of the eighteenth century, though the editors of these reviews undertook their respective projects differently. Ralph Griffiths, editor of the Monthly Review, was a bookseller who published the periodical
as a business venture, whereas Tobias Smollett founded the *Critical Review* as a “community of the cultural elite.”

In 1767, a reader of one bi-annual volume of the *Monthly Review* would have been able to scan over 600 pages of entries, varying from one-sentence reviews to 20-page excerpts. The reviews were alphabetically indexed at the front of the volume, so if a reader was seeking a particular review, it was easy to locate by author surname. Each volume contained over 400 reviews, with at least one-sixth of the volume dedicated to reviewing foreign titles. The reviews featured works of law and medicine, practical guides and courtesy manuals, as well as numerous political pamphlets and works of literature and poetry. Issues were bound for sale once or twice per annum. This study examined 171 digitized bound volumes of 11 review periodicals, including the *Monthly Review* and *Critical Review*. Eighty-two percent of reviews of books published by subscription mention subscription publication by name. The tone of these 220 reviews influenced opinion regarding the individual works and ultimately affected perception of the entire practice of subscription publishing.

During the latter half of the eighteenth century the ability of reviewers to sway readers and boost support for publications increased. Editors harnessed power over reader opinion by portraying themselves as representative, and even ideal, members of society. Reviewer authority gained strength through anonymously penned columns and characters meant to represent not only the magazine, but its audience. In the *Gentleman’s Magazine*, editorial personas such as “Sylvanus Urban” demonstrated the magazine’s commitment to anonymity, and thereby also its emphasis on the importance of an article’s or review’s inherent persuasiveness rather than the writer’s position in society. Just as their readership secured social rank according to their craft or trade, the authors and editors of a magazine earned their gentlemanly status via their writing craft. The *Gentleman’s Magazine* editors aimed their publication at the emerging commercial class by using a plain design and the subtitle “Trader’s Monthly Intelligencer.” Thus, the writers and editors of literary magazines sought to fashion themselves as peers among the ranks of their readership, helping to shape the taste of hardworking tradesmen who wished to see themselves as gentlemen. Reading taste and literary investments functioned as part of a gentleman’s style; hence the role of the reviewer could be
commanding, for he could serve as a tastemaker. By the late eighteenth century, reviewers had become true trend setters in the literary world, wielding influence that authors could perceive. In 1778, Frances Burney dedicated her first novel to the editors of the Monthly and Critical reviews. 19 Though the dedication was likely ironic, it testifies to the reviewers’ growing power.

The ability of reviewers to shape opinion often opposed their duty to their readers. Reviewers needed to render an honest opinion to guide readers’ literary investments (both of time and money). In the case of subscription projects, reviewers felt an obligation to support worthy causes for investment, for the sake of charity or for literary ventures, often providing a judgment of the author’s character because character, especially in the case of women, was considered an essential metric of worthiness. Finally, they needed to ferret out and expose fraudulent publications, a practice sometimes occasioned when authors solicited money before publication and attached investors’ names to the project.

Authorship itself gained greater respectability as a profession in the eighteenth century. For women born to gentility or aspiring to it, writing represented one of few respectable employments. Many women writers came from military families or were the daughters of country clergymen. 20 Middle- and upper-class women might have neither a marketable skill such as dressmaking nor the capital required to undertake an apprenticeship, but they were literate. 21 As authors, being able to write prose or poetry served as their skill. Notably, middle-class genteel women, who lacked social connections, were more likely than men to pursue non-traditional publication routes. 22 Whether the work was product of a woman’s pen or a posthumous a male author’s work published for the benefit of his widow, subscription publication suited women. 23

This study focuses on reviews of female-authored subscription projects. 24 The number of female authors writing by subscription whose works were reviewed represents a fraction of the total number of reviewed subscription publications. However, the commentary within the reviews stands out discordantly to expose underlying assumptions about women authors, subscription publishing, and charitable acts in eighteenth-century London. An analysis of London’s literary magazines (1749–1774) reveals how
reviewers assessed a subscription publication’s value. For female authors, reviewers not only considered the literary merit of the project, but also the author’s character and worthiness to receive charitable support. Reviewers made note of gender when the author was female. A previous study by Sarah Prescott considered the self-fashioning of women authors, who presented themselves as objects worthy of charity through their domestic meekness. Her study did not account for the role reviewers played in promoting women authors as worthy of charity. This study aims to fill this gap in scholarship.

With regard to femininity as a marketing ploy, reviewers were conscious of the ways in which authors might profit from their image and reputation. Reviewers’ manner of critiquing female-authored works fostered the connections among subscription publication, female authorship, and acts of charity within the public imagination. Reviewers commented upon the moral character of female authors and evaluated the worthiness of their subscription project in charitable terms by relating the circumstances of the authors whom they believed deserved support. By mentioning outright that an author was not only a woman but a respectable woman, as well as noting that a publication was done by subscription and stating explicitly whether these women deserved charitable support, reviewers reinforced the links among female authorship, subscription publication, and charity in the minds of readers.

Reviewers and readers alike recognized these connections because female authorship and requests for charitable support often appeared hand in hand. Women could use the medium of print to relate their hardships in autobiographical form, demonstrate their high moral character, and hopefully receive money. Because subscription publication offered a quicker route to receiving money than publication through an established publisher buying the copyright, it was frequently used by authors seeking charity. Each time “subscription publishing” and “charity” appeared together in print, whether in proposals, titles, prefaces, or letters, reviewers and readers made the link between the terms. Many of subscription publications were for the direct benefit of the author. In a few cases, authors published for the benefit of a charity project, but most were for individuals or their families.
Commercializing their life stories was an important strategy for women writers soliciting support for their publication which could begin a writing career or could be a chance to share a single story or simply a chance to make some money akin to requesting charity. Even the title *The True State of the Case of Sarah Rippon, Widow* invited readers to peek at the author’s private life in exchange for money. One reviewer described Rippon as a “poor woman … ruined by a Chancery suit of ten years continuance.” The reviewer of the memoirs of the Meanwell sisters played upon the sentiments of readers to advance the authors’ charitable cause by referring to the subscription as “an opportunity of doing some good” for two women who “were ruined by the bankruptcy of a near relation.” Reviewers emphasized the author’s plight in lieu of making literary comment and urged benevolence on the part of reader-subscribers. For authors like Sarah Rippon, the goal of publication was not to begin a career as an author so much as it was to earn money amounting to charitable support by publishing an account of their legal efforts to stave off debt during ongoing litigation. Reviewers and authors told tales of women’s courtroom dramas as part of a popular legal genre in eighteenth-century London. The popularity of works like Richardson’s *Clarissa* and Defoe’s *Moll Flanders* accompanied women’s increasingly active participation in commerce, which saw them involved in court battles regarding stock purchases and “entangled in litigation over debts owed to their late husbands” or other family members, as were the Meanwell sisters. The proliferation of personal credit and debt in the growing credit economy affected everyone, including women.

The relationship between women, literature, and money was tied to a grim reality. The rise in subscription publishing paralleled a rise in appeals for more general social assistance in London’s multitudinous newspapers. Appeals arrived in the wake of “rising costs of parish relief,” a burgeoning population, and English Poor Laws that “made no provision” for those who “were hampered merely by the absence of little working capital.” Offering monetary support for the publication of a literary work allowed reader-subscribers the opportunity to publicly display their generosity. In turn, reviewers wrote in praise of the subscribers’ kindness. In promoting the work, reviewers performed their own act of charity.

A literary association that captivated the imagination of readers and reviewers alike formed between debt and a threat to female chastity through
popular novels like Richardson’s *Pamela* and Defoe’s *Roxana*. The anthropomorphic image of Defoe’s “Lady Credit” reinforced suspicions about female inconstancy, corruption and excessive consumption in the expanding market culture.\(^{34}\) Meanwhile, commentators created connections in the public imagination between women, debt, and a need for charity. From the 1720s, reviewers contrasted the image of a respectable, moral, yet dependent woman with the image of a woman confidently navigating the world of credit that had been created by Eliza Haywood. Commentators lashed out against Haywood and her heroines as corrupt women. Haywood’s novels such as *City Jilt* portrayed female agency through characters, like Glicera, who found revenge against a suitor by cleverly manipulating mortgages, skilfully navigating the financial and legal world of men.\(^{35}\) By 1785, Haywood’s legacy was consigned to her “reformed writing” of mid-century by Clara Reeve in her literary history of romance novels.\(^{36}\) Reeve concluded her entry on Haywood: “May her first writings be forgotten, and the last survive to do her honor.”\(^{37}\)

What happened between the 1720s and the 1780s to affect Haywood’s writing, her legacy, and the state of women’s publishing? Subscription publishing offers an interesting case analysis. During the mid-eighteenth century, subscription publishing became more common yet more complicated. Well-connected female authors carefully built successful reputations via networks of supporters in the publishing realm, including other authors and contacts at Court. Betty Schellenberg contrasted the careers of Charlotte Lennox and Sarah Fielding, two commercially successful women writers between the 1740s and the 1760s. Lennox saw subscription from readers “as a completed, one-way business transaction,” an investment in her work.\(^ {38}\) Although Lennox collected subscriptions for four books, she never followed through directly on any of the projects.\(^ {39}\) In contrast, Sarah Fielding courted patronage in the upper echelons of society with fine editions and binding, and also offered subscription options for cheaper copies to less wealthy readers.\(^ {40}\) Lennox and Fielding represent the most successful among women writers working in the subscription system. Even still, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu “never lost her sense that Fielding was as much an object for charitable patronage as a writer worthy of support on the basis of her accomplishments.”\(^ {41}\) As Schellenberg notes, “the relative poverty of both women” reflected a “transitional period for
authors, without support networks beyond those of family and friends, where longevity beyond the capacity to earn was a misfortune."\textsuperscript{42}

Letters to magazine editors in the 1760s suggest that women’s use of subscription publication as a means of soliciting charity had already been acknowledged in the public imagination.\textsuperscript{43} A letter from J. Wall appeared in the \textit{Gentleman’s Magazine} requesting support from the editors for a subscription-funded collection of poetry for a young woman in Staffordshire with talent but no education, and with “modesty and disinterestedness” to recommend her.\textsuperscript{44} The same magazine published a letter a year earlier from Dresden requesting support for a poetry collection from a woman in Berlin whose “parents forced her to marry a [tailor], who treated her in a very barbarous manner.”\textsuperscript{45} If readers saw the opportunity to raise charitable funds for women in distressed circumstances through publishing their work by subscription, reviewers were merely drawing the same conclusions as the wider public.

At its core, subscription publishing evolved into a commercialized form of patronage where readers became patrons through subscription payments, and reviewers patronized via publicity.\textsuperscript{46} In a traditional patronage system, a patron invested in an author, artist or musician, and the money was not exclusively for the benefit of the recipient. Instead, the investment in the author’s work was for the benefit of society as a whole. Patrons designated funds for work that they thought would elevate taste, improve methods or offer new information on a subject to the public. In contrast, subscription publishing was for the author alone, at times as a monetary investment in a writing career and at other times as a charitable act. Regardless, of the motivation for subscription publication, reviewers treated women writers differently than men. Reviews of subscription publications that resembled more traditional forms of patronage supported particular art forms, notably poetry and drama. Reviewers devoted many pages to the injustices perpetrated by London’s playhouses against Elizabeth Griffith’s \textit{A Wife in the Right}, a play closed after opening night.\textsuperscript{47} Reviewers touted the wisdom and good taste of reader-subscribers, and in one instance, their patriotism. Dorothy Holt’s manual for lacemaking, according to the \textit{Critical Review}, was “calculated for the advantage of the kingdom, and the discouragement of French manufacture.”\textsuperscript{48} Patriotism and patronage of the arts were the
subject of these reviews, but in neither case was the author, a woman, mentioned.

While specific art forms needed patronage to elevate public taste, reviewers also encouraged their readers to patronize deserving individuals, usually men. Reviews that assessed the personal merit of working-class writers drew on the traditional language of patronage. For example, reviewers hailed Henry Jones as “a man of extraordinary genius” whose literary support from reader-subscribers “deservedly raised him from the obscurity of a mechanical employment.” Two other favourable reviews recognized personal merit based on the author’s military service—one a ship surgeon’s mate, another a soldier.

This study identified only one patronage-style review commenting on a female-authored work. The Monthly Review wrote of Anna Williams: “It seems that there are no circumstances, however oppressive, that can totally restrain the exertions of genius, since neither the narrowness of female education, nor penury, with blindness united, could absolutely efface … poetical attachment.” Although the review makes no reference to charity, the extensive notation of Williams’s circumstances, describing her pitiable state and difficult life, appears strikingly similar to the language of reviews clearly soliciting charity for the author. To the reviewers’ credit, Williams herself felt obligated to justify her writing publicly. In 1762, Anna Williams proposed her essay collection, and wrote that “when a Writer of my Sex solicits the Regard of the Publick, some Apology seems always to be expected”; her apology stated that the book would be “published for Necessity.” That an accomplished and well-reviewed writer felt obliged to offer an excuse of need says something critical about female writers of the eighteenth century: to be published as an author as well as deemed a virtuous woman, a female writer needed to be an object of charity.

Reviewers connected the value of work that was openly acknowledged as female authored to a woman’s respectability rather than to the power of her poetry or prose. Established authors who possessed societal connections could leverage their literary reputations without revealing their identities even though they still emphasized that they were women. Charlotte Lennox and Sarah Fielding first published their respective works as “A Lady” without name; later works listed their accomplishments, such as “By the
Author of David Simple”—referring to Fielding’s most popular work.33 In contrast, Sarah Scott published a history of Gustav I of Sweden without authorial credit but included a dedication to the Queen signed “Mr. Newbery.” The Critical Review assumed Newbery to be the author, and as Schellenberg notes, “assumed that history was written by men, for an audience consisting mostly of men.”54 Thus, Scott’s reputation was disembodied from her person.

When women’s work was connected to their person and they did not possess societal connections, the reviewers made the moral character of the author central to their commentary. Reviewers barely commented upon Elizabeth Harrison’s work, whereas they mentioned Harrison’s “modesty and piety,” and the review stated that the public should praise those who “please and do not corrupt, who … are applauded by angels and numbered with the just.”55 Reviewers lauded other women authors as generous, virtuous, pious, moral, and of “matchless merit.”56 It was not only in reviews of subscription publications by women authors that reviewers avoided comment and emphasized gender. Instead, this same pattern occurred in non-subscription publications as well. For example, the two-line review of Jemima and Louisa … by a Lady simply stated that the work imitated “Mr. Richardson’s writings” and “We shall say no more, as it is a lady’s production.”57

Even for established female authors, character bore as much weight in review as literary talent. Mary Masters was one of two female authors of subscription publications whose reputation as a writer the Monthly Review acknowledged as an inducement for support, though they also noted “that she is a chaste, moral, and religious … woman.”58 Masters’s first published volume, Poems on Several Occasions (1733), was the first women’s poetry published by subscription, and it was a success.59 Masters, as noted in the review, was also known for contributing articles to the selfsame magazine that published the review. Why would a well-established and successful author require a character assessment in review? To temper the commercial success of Mary Masters so that it would appear socially acceptable, reviewers needed to take pointed notice of her chastity and morality. Review references to the upstanding character of these women likely helped to promote the moral character of their own magazine publications in the process.
Reviewers often connected author gender to circumstance, as in the cases of Masters and Harrison. They also employed this technique to justify a lack of comment on literary quality in their reviews. If the author appealed to reviewers’ mercy in their proposal or preface due to a “female education,” or if they “modestly” acknowledged their lack of education, reviewers reported such circumstances as reasons to not offer criticism. For example, in the case of Mary Latter’s *Miscellaneous Works*, the review stated, “the sex and circumstances of the Author, must naturally exempt her works from the severity of criticism … we hope she has had a good subscription.” The reviewer likely viewed this action as charitable. This “natural” exemption mentioned in reviews of women’s work reflects an implicit bias among reviewers.

Reviewers revealed their implicit bias against female-authored subscription works through subtle yet pointed statements. Reviews of women’s publications specifically addressed the absence of literary commentary with phrases such as: “we shall take no … notice of it” or “[this excerpt] may enable our readers to form a judgment of this lady’s poetical abilities.” Instead, these reviews spoke to the author’s need for charitable support, their distressed circumstances, or their lack of education.

When reviewers offered no literary comment, they likewise made no statement about withholding commentary. Reviews of professional publications such as legal treatises, medical manuals, and architectural plans functioned as notifications, emphasizing, for instance, a need for high-quality engravings. In contrast, male-authored poetry or fiction published by subscription received clear literary commentary. For example, *Love at First Sight* (1772) was judged “a tolerable story, delivered in the usual familiar epistolary stile; but bearing all the marks of haste and inattention.”

When the reviews were negative, reviewers made an effort to soothe the feelings of any reader-subscribers. In the case of William Woty’s poetry, reviewers owned their mistake: “for our parts, we acknowledge, that we encouraged him … from the hopes of a more valuable [work].” Even when their reviews were decidedly negative, reviewers pointed out flaws of male-authored works to their readers in clear literary commentary.
Reviewers regarded themselves as guardians of the public against outright money-grabbing attempts and potential fraud. In the growing credit economy, fears about female greed, corruption, and changeability became reinforced in literature and the literary marketplace. Defoe’s “Lady Credit” served as a totem and touchstone in the eighteenth century. Not only were reviewers suspicious of women authors, but subscription itself as a practice was subjected to careful scrutiny. In novels themselves, Richard Savage’s hero in An Author to be Lett (1729) declared, “I printed Proposals for a Subscription to my Works, received Money, and gave Receipts without any Intention of delivering the Book.” Savage was hardly alone. Similar references appeared in Henry Fielding’s The Author’s Farce (1730) and Joseph Andrews (1742). Most noteworthy perhaps is Ephraim Chambers’s entry in his 1728 Cyclopaedia about subscriptions, which states: “their Frequency has render’d them liable to some Abuses, which begin to discredit them.” As Thomas Lockwood succinctly stated, they were seen as amounting to “a respectable kind of scam.” Therefore, reviewers took it upon themselves to ferret out and report potential scheming, and in some cases, to denounce the authors to their readers.

One reviewer of Amana: A Dramatic Poem by Elizabeth Griffith acclaimed the work’s “several very valuable pages in this performance we mean—The numerous and respectable list of subscribers prefixed to it,” while criticizing the author as having “a fine lady’s disease, the vapours.” To the reviewer, the work’s only value was the subscriber list, and the book was published because of the author’s good connections rather than her writing skill, monetary need, or high moral character. Miss Smythies’ The Brothers earned a similar assessment, when the Critical Review noted its imitation of Clarissa and congratulated Smythies on “her ample subscription, wishing that she may proceed with her pen, and prosper, and every year lay the public under the like contribution.” Through subtle but barbed comments, reviewers brought the commercial nature of authorship to the attention of their readers as though it was their duty to expose a mischievous plot.

The case of Anne Wall’s subscription publication is useful to consider as an example of the ways in which reviewers were attuned to fraud. The author composed The Life of Lamenther as an “account of the many misfortunes she underwent, occasioned by the ill Treatment of an unnatural Father.” The Monthly Review made no direct implications about the veracity of this
account, though the reviewer drew attention to the assumed name “Lament-her” and observed that she was a “miserable object.” The Gentleman’s Magazine, on the other hand, stated skepticism outright: “there is too much reason to induce us to believe it to be a true history.” Since the eighteenth century, scholars have puzzled over the phrase “too much reason” in this review, but the general consensus is that the work was a novel rather than an autobiography. Reviewers criticized Wall’s work because she presented herself as relating a factual account of her troubles in order to solicit charity, but Wall fabricated or at least embellished her tale. The reviewers might have wished both to praise readers’ generosity and to caution against further investments in what they perceived to be a dishonest woman’s publication.

In assessing a collection of poetry by Anne Poyntz, the Monthly Review questioned whether she was, indeed, a woman, given the “indelicacies with which it abounds,” adding that “What Miss P. is we have not learnt; but, from the free turn and spirit of her writings, it may not be difficult to guess.” The reviewer’s criticism did not concern the quality—indeed they acknowledged Poyntz to be “a wit and a poet too”—but rather her unladylike manner, which he considered socially unacceptable. The Monthly Review said the same of the “Miss Minifies of Fairwater, if there are such names.” Women were held to different standards than men. The cases of Poyntz and the Minifies sisters illustrate the implicit bias among reviewers and the reading public about the nature of women’s writing and what it ought to be.

When the Critical Review published a 1764 review for the Minifies’ History of Lady Frances and Lady Caroline, London was in the midst of a shift in perception from novels being for a stereotypical “young, ignorant, and idle” audience to becoming a “staple commodity.” By the time the Minifies published their final volume of Lady Frances and Lady Caroline, the Critical Review had begun to profile the Minifies’ audience. In her chapter “Harmless Mediocrity,” Schellenberg suggests that the Minifies became adept at branding their work for a target market “with positive markers of female sex, youth, and country residence, which could be attached to each new product as a guarantee of safe amusement.” As evidence of authors branding for their readers, Schellenberg cites numerous reviews. What
Schellenberg does not point out is the reviewers’ strong hand in creating this “brand” and consequent reader perception.

The analysis of reviews in particular suggests an additional if not entirely separate area of influence: the one that exists between reviewer and audience. The case of the Minifies is convincing of the influence readers bore on reviewers. The Critical Review desisted from questioning the authorship or criticizing the Minifies’ work. By the late 1750’s, reviewers merely quoted passages that were “almost always extremely pathetic scenes of wronged young women on their deathbeds” that they knew would be enticing to readers of sentimental novels. In the latter half of the eighteenth century, reviewers recognized that their readers enjoyed sentimental novels. To maintain readers’ interest in their magazines, reviewers stopped commenting on the quality of work in sentimental novels, implicitly acknowledging a niche popular market for this emerging genre separate from the wider literary field.

Readers not only possessed the power to influence reviewers’ comment on novels over time, but as subscribers to particular works, women protected the authors from severe criticism. Reviewers declined to comment on men’s work where their list of reader-subscribers was predominantly female. Fables and Tales for Ladies received a terrible review, where the author was not only called a bad poet with no taste, but the review further noted:

We find [it] was done by subscription, there being a list of subscribers’ names, mostly female, prefixed to the book.—But we will forbear to reflect on them, as it is not improbable that generosity and charity were their only motives for contributing.

It was only because of the assumed benevolence of female subscribers that reviewers spared this author from harsher criticism.

Reviewers similarly avoided criticizing many posthumous publications, particularly if they were written by a female author or would affect the widow of a male writer. Some women, like Sarah Rippon, published to alleviate poverty related to widowhood, while other widows were forced to return to work. Review of posthumous publications often referenced widows as the beneficiaries of subscription proceeds. Reverend Thomas Buckridge’s sermons “were never intended for publication” but were
printed by subscription “for the benefit of the Author’s widow.” Many publications were as easy to deal with as Buckridge’s, but for authors with an established reputation, their literary legacy concerned and complicated the work of reviewers. Jeremiah Seed’s family needed financial support, and so it was actually out of concern for Seed’s legacy that reviewers observed that since Seed wrote some of the published sermons at age 22, not all of the work was of the same quality.

For female-authored posthumous works, the death of the author likewise added to the challenges facing their critical reception. The posthumous treatment of Catharine Cockburn illustrates the multifold issues of women in review. The Gentleman’s Magazine praised Cockburn’s contributions to the magazine throughout her career, but “on seeing the subscription to the late Mrs C-------n’s Works” offered the following verse:

Behold the suffrage of the great  
For Mirar in her grave,  
Whom matchless merit, when alive,  
Could scarce from pen’ry save.

The verse makes reference to her work, but also alludes to Cockburn’s character and circumstances. Cockburn was a writer and philosopher known for her dramatic exploration of women’s lack of social and legal control. When she died, the lessons of her dramas were reflected in her treatment by reviewers. She died a poor widow, and the reviews of her collected works discussed her circumstances more than her literary merit. The Monthly Review acknowledged “her abilities as a writer” but commented on her “peculiar circumstances … advanced age … ill state of health … [and] the uneasy situation of her fortune.” Although the review is positive and speaks to the deep themes of the work, the reviewer states that the works “will not have full justice done them” if Cockburn’s circumstances are not recouped, thereby reinforcing the persistent and pervasive power of the female author’s public image.

Reviewers felt compelled to take notice of Cockburn’s upstanding moral character and her need for financial support to defray the scandal of her commercial success. As with the case of Mary Masters, Cockburn was an established author with a lauded body of work. As Linda Colley writes in her work on Elizabeth Marsh, “the women most likely to strike out and commit their travel writings to print remained, however, those not born to regard themselves securely as ladies”; as examples she mentions military
widows, chaplains’ wives, and other women who were educated but neither wealthy nor titled. What Colley says of travel writing might be extended to women’s writing in general. The mutually reinforcing connections associating subscription publishing with charity resulting from this relationship meant that in the long term, reviewers and female authors alike contributed to the poor reputation of subscription publishing as a practice. Reviewers sometimes took these connections one step further by assuming an implied charitable cause though the author never mentions a need, particularly in the case of work of low quality published by subscription.

For titles that made no explicit reference to author circumstance in their pages, reviewers implicitly connected the nature of subscription publication and the author’s gender to a need for charitable support, thereby encouraging their readers’ contributions without needing to comment on the work’s literary merit. The Conquest of Corsica, mentioned at the outset of this essay, was judged Critical Review as “incapable of exciting any other passion than that of pity for the author, who is probably involved in distressful circumstances.” Reviewers said of other women’s subscription publications that the book was likely “published by subscription to relieve the distresses of the two ladies mentioned in the title page” or the work “seem[ed] to have been merely a charitable one, for the benefit of the writer, a woman.” Without commenting on the quality of work, reviewers treated women’s subscription publications as a kind of extra-literary practice, seeing it as outside of literary merit, thereby affecting the reputation of subscription as a practice. Reviewers further praised reader contributions to these women’s subscription publications as a charitable act. From prefaces in books, subscription proposals, letters in magazines, and reviews, the interaction of reviewers and readers played a role in diminishing the reputation of subscription publication from an innovative authorial publishing apparatus to polite begging or catchpenny schemes.

Subscription publication continued into the nineteenth century. Its character became increasingly regulated with clearer terms of contractual fulfillment, a phenomenon outside the scope of this article in need of more study. Women were further integrated into the commercial marketplace, although studies suggest that even popular authors like Jane Austen and Frances Burney relied on men for their business transactions. The use of publication as a means of soliciting charity continued for English authors.
Their methods of soliciting charity became more organized as the publishers’ commercial apparatus solidified. What emerged was known as the Royal Literary Fund. Women’s ability to sway public sentiment was dependent on descriptions of their circumstances and their respectability to affect public sentiment and justify their work as worthy, suggesting the lasting effects of reviewer influence for women authors especially when undertaking a subscription publication.

By the end of the eighteenth century, it was clear that reviewers had failed at their “uncommonly difficult task.” In attempting to balance author and reader interests, reviewers devalued subscription publication in the eyes of readers, including the young Frances Burney. Burney described subscription as “unpleasant and unpalatable”—before the need for quick cash made her turn to this very same unpalatable publishing method. Though Burney’s work falls outside the timeline of this study, she would have been a young reader in the 1760s and 1770s. Recall that Burney’s first novel was dedicated to the Critical and Monthly reviews’ editors. Exposure to reviewer commentaries likely influenced her perception of publishing practices. At first, as a young author, Burney sold the copyright for her first two novels, Evelina (1778) and Cecilia (1782). Both were popular, well reviewed, and built an excellent reputation for Burney as a writer. Burney published her third novel, Camilla, by subscription, though she feared that using subscription would associate her hard-won authorial reputation with charity. Though her popularity alone would sell the new work, Burney justified the use of subscription to her readers by noting her new “wifely and motherly duties.” Camilla became the most successful subscription publication since Pope’s Iliad. Whereas Evelina and Cecilia received praise from reviewers, Camilla was disparaged as too similar to the previous two novels. Comments in the Critical and Monthly reviews made no mention of the subscription, so no definitive causal link can be drawn as with the other examples presented. Yet it is worth considering that Burney’s dissatisfaction with the reviews for the work might have dissuaded her, and she never published by subscription again.
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